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Abstract—The recent progress in artificial intelligence has led
to an ever-increasing usage of images and videos by machine
analysis algorithms, mainly neural networks. Nonetheless, com-
pression, storage and transmission of media have traditionally
been designed considering human beings as the viewers of
the content. Recent research on image and video coding for
machine analysis has progressed mainly in two almost orthogonal
directions. The first is represented by end-to-end (E2E) learned
codecs which, while offering high performance on image coding,
are not yet on par with state-of-the-art conventional video
codecs and lack interoperability. The second direction considers
using the Versatile Video Coding (VVC) standard or any other
conventional video codec (CVC) together with pre- and post-
processing operations targeting machine analysis. While the
CVC-based methods benefit from interoperability and broad
hardware and software support, the machine task performance
is often lower than the desired level, particularly in low bitrates.
This paper proposes a hybrid codec for machines called NN-VVC,
which combines the advantages of an E2E-learned image codec
and a CVC to achieve high performance in both image and video
coding for machines. Our experiments show that the proposed
system achieved up to −43.20% and −26.8% Bjøntegaard Delta
rate reduction over VVC for image and video data, respectively,
when evaluated on multiple different datasets and machine vision
tasks. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first research paper
showing a hybrid video codec that outperforms VVC on multiple
datasets and multiple machine vision tasks.

Index Terms—video coding for machines, computer vision,
video coding, neural networks, hybrid codec

I. INTRODUCTION

Image and video data consumed by machines have been
increasing rapidly in recent years. In this paper, we refer to
machines as any algorithm that may analyze an input image
or video, in order to obtain analysis results. Examples include
object detection, image segmentation, instance segmentation,
object tracking, person tracking, etc. Cisco Annual Internet
Report [1] gave an estimate that by the year 2023, half of
the internet traffic will be solely between machines. Thus, it
is highly desired to compress images and videos targeted to
machine consumption more efficiently than when applying tra-
ditional codecs for the benefits in terms of bandwidth savings.
Thus, the Video Coding for Machines (VCM) Ad-hoc group
of Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG) [2], as well as the
JPEG-AI group of JPEG [3] have been actively investigating

new technologies for machine-oriented image and video cod-
ing standardization. In this regard, the VCM group lists some
of the most important use cases in one of their documents [4],
which include surveillance, intelligent transportation, smart
cities, intelligent industry, intelligent content, and consumer
electronics, which all have a demand for efficient image and
video codecs specifically tailored for machines. While existing
state-of-the-art codecs such as the High Efficiency Video
Coding (HEVC) [5] or the Versatile Video Coding (VVC) [6]
may be used for machine vision tasks, they are ultimately
developed to optimize the compression gains for humans as
the end user and are not the most optimal solution when the
end user is a machine. Responses to the call for evidence (CfE)
and to the call for proposals (CfP) of MPEG VCM have shown
new technologies that compress images and videos targeted for
machine consumption much more efficiently than traditional
video codecs, such as VVC, optimized for user viewing.

In this paper, we present a complete system for compressing
images and videos for machines. The proposed system was
submitted to the MPEG VCM as a CfP response and it
is being studied as a prominent candidate. We combine an
end-to-end self-supervisedly learned intra-frame codec with
a conventional inter-frame codec, in order to leverage the
benefits of these two approaches. Thanks to this combination,
we are able to achieve substantial coding gains over VVC in
all tested datasets for machine consumption.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the
prior works on learned codecs and in general on video codecs
for machines; Section 3 describes the details of the proposed
codec; Section 4 provides information on experimental setup
and results, including ablation studies; finally, Section 5 draws
the conclusions of our paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Since the rise of end-to-end (E2E) learned image codecs
[7]–[13] that rival or outperform the state-of-the-art traditional
codecs HEVC [5] and VVC [14] in terms of rate–distortion
trade-off according to many quality metrics and coding condi-
tions, video coding with neural network (NN) based compo-
nents has been an attractive research topic. End-to-end learned
video codecs have been explored for the possibility they would
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inherit the success of the learned image codecs. Agustsson
et al. [15] introduced scale field as an additional flow field
dimension for more flexibility in motion compensation. Fur-
thermore, in [16] and [17], motion compensation is handled
by conditional autoencoder and Transformer [18]-based com-
ponents, respectively. In a different aspect, the authors of
[19], [20] seek to enhance the traditional codecs with the aid
of NN-based modules, in particular for frame prediction. In
comparison, our proposed method instead aims to harmonize
the procedures of state-of-the-art conventional video codec and
E2E learned image codec to achieve consistent gains in a wide
range of test cases and input data.

Similar to the achievements of neural networks in the codecs
for human vision, superiority against traditional codecs has
been observed in the field of Image coding for Machine vision
(ICM). Le et al. [21], [22] proposed an E2E learned image
codec and domain adaptation techniques that save almost half
of the bitstream size compared to the state-of-the-art video
codec VVC. The authors of [23], [24] proposed rate-distortion
optimization methods for the VVC to achieve further coding
gains. On the other hand, for many applications, offloading
the computational demands on the cloud is crucial. To achieve
that, instead of compressing images and videos directly, the
devices on the video-acquiring side may extract intermediate
features from the input pictures, compress the features into
a bitstream, and send the bitstream to the cloud for further
analysis. This compression technique is known as “feature
compression” for machines. Yamazaki et al. [25] presented an
E2E learned system for feature compression, while [26]–[28]
proposed scalable image feature coding schemes for human
and machine visions. With the advantage of optimizing the
codec with the targeting task network, these coding methods
achieve significant gains over the VVC codec. The authors of
[29], [30] extended the scalable feature coding approach to the
video domain. Our work, in contrast to “feature compression”,
operates on the picture domain, i.e., it encodes and decodes
pictures and task networks take pictures as their input.

Another related topic to enhance the coding efficiency is
NN-based filters. Generally, they can be divided into two
categories, in-loop filters [31]–[33] and post-processing filters
[34]–[36]. An in-loop filter is located inside the codec and
processes an input picture to generate an enhanced picture
which is often used as a reference for other pictures. A post-
processing filter is located after the main decoder and enhances
the reconstructed output picture. In order to make the NN
filters adaptive to the input content, authors in [37] first trained
an NN-based post-processing filter. At the inference stage, the
pretrained filter is finetuned by overfitting the bias terms of the
decoder by minimizing the rate-distortion loss given an input
content. In addition to the finetuning concept, the authors in
[38], [39] proposed to finetune scaling factors that determine
the strength of the filtering. Authors of [40], [41] proposed
using additional information such as quantization parameters
for modulating the input features of the NN-layers during
adaptation.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

A. The NN-VVC system

End-to-end learned video coding targeting human viewing
has been the subject of intense research in recent years [15]–
[17], [29]. However, despite the impressive progress over just
a few years, end-to-end learned video codecs are still not
able to outperform the latest traditional codecs, such as VVC
[14]. On the other hand, end-to-end learned image codecs have
been able to surpass the coding efficiency of these tools by
large margins for both human consumption (in some specific
settings, such as when using RGB color space and/or the
multiscale structural similarity index quality metric) [11]–
[13], [20], [42]–[44] and machine vision consumption [21],
[28]. For this reason, we propose to harness the capability of
Learned Image Codec (LIC) and the mature, widely adopted
techniques of Conventional Video Codec (CVC) tools with
a hybrid system that can deliver all-around higher coding
performance for machine consumption against the state-of-the-
art video codec VVC. We refer to our proposed hybrid codec
as NN-VVC.

In NN-VVC, the LIC is used to perform intra-frame coding.
For inter-frames, it takes advantage of the well-developed
traditional coding tools of VVC, using the LIC-coded frames
as the reference pictures. However, VVC may also be used
to encode intra-frames in some cases (this is referred to
as fallback mode, more information in the next sections).
As shown in Fig. 1, at encoding time, the intra-frames are
coded by the LIC. The Intra Human Adapter (IHA) then
processes the LIC-reconstructed intra-frames to obtain filtered
reconstructed intra-frames that are better suited as reference
pictures for VVC (subsection III-C). The filtered reference
frames are used by a CVC encoder to code the inter frames
in a lossy fashion. Finally, the bitstream multiplexer (muxer)
merges the intra-bitstream to the CVC bitstream, resulting in
the VCM bitstream for transmission.

At decoding time, the VCM bitstream is decomposed to
intra and inter-bitstreams using a bitstream demuxer. The intra-
bitstreams are decoded by the LIC decoder, thus obtaining
reconstructed intra-frames, which are then given as inputs
to IHA. The outputs of IHA are used as reference frames
to decode inter frames of the inter-bitstream. This can be
achieved by modifying a standard CVC decoder to input
decoded reference frames, which has the disadvantage that
legacy CVC decoder implementations cannot be used as such.
Another possibility, which is enabled by the lossless coding
capability of state-of-the-art video codecs, such as VVC, is de-
picted in Fig. 1 and enables the use of a CVC decoder without
modifications. The outputs of IHA are losslessly encoded by a
CVC encoder to produce the CVC intra-bitstream. From there,
a CVC-compliant bitstream is obtained by multiplexing the
CVC intra-bitstream and the inter-bitstream using a bitstream
muxer. The CVC decoder then decodes the CVC-compliant
bitstream. The output inter frames are further enhanced for
task performance with an Inter Machine Adapter (IMA -
subsection III-D). Finally, the video for machine consumption
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Fig. 1. The NN-VVC coding system, light blue color indicates a neural network component

is formed based on the intra-frames and the enhanced inter-
frames.

B. Self-supervisedly Learned Image Codec (LIC)

The superiority of the ICM systems over VVC in [21],
[22], [28] motivates us to replace the intra coding in VVC
with a learned ICM codec in order to get better machine
task performance. We use the self-supervised image coding for
machines system proposed in [45], where the coding system
is trained using a task network without annotations for the
training data. More specifically, this system comprises a con-
volutional neural network (CNN) based encoder, a CNN-based
decoder, a CNN-based probability model, and an Asymmetric
Numeral Systems (ANS) entropy codec [46]. Fig. 2 shows
an overview of the LIC. The input image x is transformed
by the encoder E (parametrized by θE) to a latent tensor
y = E(x;θE), then quantized and compressed to a bitstream
by the entropy encoder. At decoding time, the entropy decoder
decompresses the bitstream to the quantized latent tensor ŷ.
Next, ŷ is dequantized and restored to the image domain by the
decoder x̂ =D(ŷ;θD). The entropy coding process requires
prior distributions of ŷ, which are provided by a progressive
probability model proposed by Zhang et al. [47].

Training method: We follow the same training strategy as
proposed in [21] to obtain multiple image compression model
checkpoints that achieve different qualities and bitrates. The
LIC is trained to minimize three quantities: bitrate estimation,
task loss, and distortion loss. The bitrate (or rate for simplicity)
estimation is defined as the cross-entropy between the true
distribution qŷ of ŷ and its estimation pŷ made by the

probability model:

Lrate = Eŷ∼qŷ [− log2 pŷ(ŷ)] (1)

We employ the Mean-Squared Error (MSE) as the distortion
loss to make the training more stable. In order to train the
LIC to be task-agnostic, we use the feature-domain, multi-
layer distortion loss Lproxy proposed in [45] as a proxy for the
real task loss. This training technique comes with important
advantages that unlock the practicality of our method. Firstly,
with a surrogate loss term, the optimization objectives are not
tied to any particular vision task or network architecture, there-
fore the codec can have significantly better generalizability
to different downstream tasks. Secondly, the training data is
not constrained to the availability of annotations for multiple
vision tasks, which is a requirement in training with task
losses. This enables self-supervised learning of the codec on a
large quantity of data. Lastly, when using the proxy loss it is
easier to train the LIC with small patches of images instead of
full images, leading to a significant reduction in computational
resource consumption. The final training objective is given as
a linear combination of the loss terms:

Ltotal = wrateLrate + wmseLmse + wtaskLtask (2)

where wrate, wmse, wtask are scalar numbers whose values
are decided by functions of epoch number, described as Loss
Weighting Strategy (LWS) [21] in Equation 5. By using LWS
we are able to obtain model checkpoints that offer a wide
range of output bitrates.

C. Intra human adapter (IHA)
Especially on lower bitrates, the reconstructed intra frames

coded with the LIC may contain different types of artefacts,
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Fig. 2. The learned image codec (LIC) for intra-frames.

such as the checkerboard artefacts that can be seen in Fig. 3
and were studied in [45], [48]. While these artefacts do not
affect the machine task performance when coding images,
they might cause a significant degradation of compression
efficiency for the CVC, as the LIC-reconstructed intra-frames
are used as reference frames for inter-frame prediction. To
remove these artefacts, we use IHA to enhance the LIC-
reconstructed intra-frames in terms of the peak signal-to-noise
ratio with respect to the corresponding uncompressed intra-
frames. IHA is formulated as H in x̂H = H(x̂), where x̂
and x̂H are the LIC reconstructed image and Intra Human
Adapted image, respectively. The structure of the IHA is based
on the enhancement filter structure proposed in [34], which is
essentially a convolutional autoencoder with skip connections.
The differences with respect to [34] consist of an extra skip
connection from input to output tensor and combined Quanti-
zation Parameter (QP) and resolution injection blocks before
every up- and downsampling convolutional layer. Injection
blocks concatenate the QP and resolution information of the
processed frames together and feed them to a simple linear
layer followed by a parametric rectified linear unit (PReLU).
After this, the output is repeated to match the size of the filter’s
features where the injection is performed, to which it is then
concatenated.

D. Inter machine adapter (IMA)
In order to adapt the CVC reconstructed inter frames x̂cvc to

perform better on machine tasks, we use the IMA, formulated
as M in x̂M = M(x̂cvc), where x̂M is the machine adapted
inter frame. The structure of the IMA is similar to that of the
IHA, except that it does not contain the QP and resolution

injections which, based on empirical evaluation, did not bring
any benefits to the IMA.

E. Fallback mode and spatial re-sampling

When coding a video with an extremely low LIC quality,
even the IHA cannot suppress the LIC artefacts well enough
for the CVC compression to remain efficient. To overcome this
problem, we introduce the fallback mode, which is activated
when a certain threshold is reached for the expected quality
of LIC. In fallback mode, the whole LIC branch including
the IHA is switched off and only the CVC is used to code the
video (including the intra frames). The CVC by itself is able to
handle the low bitrate coding efficiently and by adapting both
intra- and inter-frames with fallback mode designated IMA
(F-IMA), the machine task performance of the reconstructed
video will be increased over the plain CVC. The structure of
the F-IMA is equivalent to that of the IHA.

Since the LIC, IHA, and IMA are all trained with images
having resolutions less than 1920×1080, to efficiently handle
data that has a higher resolution, we apply a simple spatial
down-sampling to input images/videos that have a resolution
higher than 1920×1080, by using a downsampling factor of
3/4. Then, the reconstructed output of the LIC decoder and
IMA are upsampled by a factor of 4/3 to restore the original
resolution. Another possible option, that might be part of our
future work, would be to expand the training data to include
images up to 4K and 8K to achieve better performance on
higher-resolution images compared to spatial resampling.



F. Adapter training

To train the different types of adapters (namely IHA, IMA,
F-IMA), for each adapter type, we use the following training
loss with different proxy loss weights wproxyA

:

LtotalA = LmseA + wproxyA
LproxyA

(3)

LmseA =
1

N

N∑
i=1

∥x1 − x̂2∥2 (4)

where x1 is the uncompressed frame, and x̂2 is the adapted
output frame. For the IHA, we set the wproxyA

as 0, resulting
in the use of only the LmseA . For both IMA and F-IMA,
we set a positive scalar as wproxyA

, which enables the use
of the LproxyA

in training. LproxyA
is defined as a proxy

loss similar to the LIC training, but the backbone part of the
maskrcnn resnet50 fpn1 by torchvision [49] is used to extract
the features from the adapted and uncompressed frames.

G. Bitrate control mechanism

One of the most important aspects of any video codec is
the ability to control the size of the produced bitstream and
the corresponding output quality. We use a couple of different
techniques to achieve an efficient bitrate control mechanism.
Several LIC models were trained to achieve different intra-
frame bitrates as described in subsection III-B. Specifically, six
different LIC models were trained to achieve similar bitrates as
CVC when configured to operate with six different QPs in the
simulation conditions. When an intra-frame is to be coded to
a certain target bitrate, we select the LIC model that achieves
the closest bitrate to the target bitrate, based on a look-up
table. For example, if we want to code a certain intra-frame to
produce a bitstream size close to the bitstream size of a CVC-
encoded intra-frame with QP 33, and the closest model of LIC
corresponds to QP 32, it is then used to perform the encoding.
When performing video coding, we set a target QPinter ∈
[0, 63] for CVC to code the inter-frames, while the intra-frames
are coded with an -5 offset: QPintra = QPinter − 5. If more
compression is needed, the QP of CVC can be increased.

H. Bit-exact reconstruction

By default, convolutional layers in common NN-based
systems operate in the floating point domain. When executed
in different computing environments, the results from these
operations may be different. In critical situations, such as for
the components of the probability model, the discrepancies
lead to a total corruption of the decoded data. Therefore, to
make a codec useful in the real world, it is crucial to make
sure some operations produce the same results regardless of
the processing environments. In order to achieve bit-exactness
in different computing environments, we perform the convo-
lutional operations of critical components in the quantized
domain, as proposed in [50]. It is required that the quantized
convolutions are applied in the decoder and probability model
of LIC, and IHA. Quantized convolutions are optional for IMA

1The pre-trained models can be found at https://pytorch.org/docs/stable/
torchvision/models.html

and F-IMA, but when applied, the decoding results will be
deterministic in different environments, with negligible effects
on the coding performance. All the experimental results that
are shown in subsection IV-B use the quantized convolutions
only on LIC and IHA.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Model training

LIC training: We applied similar training techniques with
the Loss Weighting Strategy (LWS) as proposed in [21]. On
top of that, in order to get a better starting point, we trained
the LIC model in the first phase with a weighted summation
of Lrate and Lmse. The training data preparation for the first
phase was the same procedure described in [47], which uses a
random subset of 340K images from the training set of Open
Images V6 [51]. The training data for the following phases
is a random subset of 6K images from the Open Images V6
train set every epoch. Additionally, we reduced the training
time by using approximately half the number of epochs for
the phases after warming up, which are specified by p2, p3, p4
[26], compared to [21]. The final LWS formulation is specified
by functions of the epoch number n:

wmse = 1,

wtask =

{
0, n < p1

4ψ(n− p1, 1.01), n ≥ p1
,

wrate =



0.01, n < p1

0, n < p2

2ψ(n− p2, 1.01), p2 ≤ n < p3

c, p3 ≤ n < p4

c+ 2ψ(n− p4, 1.02), n ≥ p4

,

(5)

where ψ(x, y) = 10−3(yx − 1), p1 = 50, p2 = 62, p3 =
85, p4 = 107 and c = 2ψ(p3 − p2 − 1, 1.01). We collected
the 6 model checkpoints that offer close average bitrates to
QPs [22, 27, 32, 37, 42, 47] of VTM 12.0 [52] (reference
software of VVC). The collected checkpoints correspond to
epoch numbers n [68, 80, 170, 220, 270, 320], respectively.
Models trained for a small number of epochs were not found
to be sufficiently optimized, thus we performed an additional
finetuning process of the checkpoint corresponding to epoch
68 (QP 22) for another 50 epochs with the same training
settings except for fixed loss weights which could be obtained
with Equation 5 where n = 68.

IHA training: 30K images were randomly selected from
the training split of Open Images, and encoded and decoded by
using all the available LIC models. Multiple random patches
of size 256 × 256 were cropped out from each reconstructed
image and the IHA was trained for 88 epochs with a batch
size of 50.

IMA training: we used the training split of the BVI-DVC
dataset [53] to generate the training data, which was obtained
by running the NN-VVC system for target QPs [22, 27, 32,
37, 42, 47, 52] with IMA turned off. The IMA model was

https://pytorch.org/docs/stable/torchvision/models.html
https://pytorch.org/docs/stable/torchvision/models.html


trained for 50 epochs with patches of size 240×240 extracted
similarly to IHA training. The training data for the F-IMA
was generated by coding and reconstructing the training split
of BVI-DVC using only the CVC with QPs [22, 27, 32, 37, 42,
47, 52, 57, 62]. Even though the fallback mode was used only
in cases where LIC QP > 49, it was empirically noted that
including the training data generated with lower QPs makes
the model more robust when used in the fallback mode. F-IMA
was trained for 28 epochs with batches of 96 patches of size
256×256. Following the total loss defined in Equation 4, proxy
loss weight wproxyA

was set to 0, 0.1 and 0.015 for IHA, IMA
and F-IMA, respectively. Adam optimizer [54] with a learning
rate of 2e−4 was used for every adapter.

B. Evaluation setup and results

We used the same environment for all the benchmarks
and evaluations in this work. Our testing hardware was an
NVIDIA DGX1 machine with 8 Tesla V100 GPUs and an 80-
threaded Intel Xeon CPU E5-2698 v4 CPU. We evaluated our
method based on the Common Test Conditions for evaluating
the Call for Proposal (CfP) responses, issued by the MPEG
VCM group [58]. Following this evaluation framework, the
performance of the codecs was measured for three vision tasks,
on two image datasets, one of which is developed for MPEG
VCM activities based on Open Images V6 [51], and 17 video
sequences (3 from TVD dataset [56] and 14 from SFU dataset
[57]). The video sequences were categorized into classes for
class-wise performance. Table I reports the performance of
our codec in terms of BD-rate and BD-task [55] calculated
from 6 different rate points against the VVC anchor as the
performance metric. The BD-mAP and BD-MOTA indicate
the mean average precision (mAP [59]) gain and the multiple
object tracking accuracy (MOTA [60]) gain, respectively, at
an equivalent bitrate. We use BD-task to refer collectively
to BD-mAP and BD-MOTA. Ideally, a complete comparison
would consider also other machine-oriented video codecs in
addition to the state-of-the-art conventional video codec VVC.
However, the codecs in [23], [29], [30] are “feature compres-
sion” methods that partially employ the task networks in their
pipeline. Additionally, they were not evaluated following the
MPEG common test conditions for video coding for machines
(VCM CTC). In these works, the evaluation datasets and QPs
differ from each other as well as from the VCM CTC. In
our evaluation, we followed the VCM CTC as it represents a
structured and extensive approach for evaluating codecs that
target machine analysis. In addition, this enables future works
that follow VCM CTC to be easily compared to ours.

Visual quality: Targeting vision task performance over
pixel-fidelity, our codec seeks to conserve the semantic fea-
tures of the input. In high bitrates, both these features and
pixel fidelity can be preserved at the same time. In order to
demonstrate the differences in bit-allocation priority of our
codec, we deliberately coded the input sequence in a low
bitrate setting (QP 52), in comparison to VVC. The outputs
can be seen in Fig. 3. The intra-frames show the coding artifact
patterns due to the low bit budget. At this bitrate, VVC intra

codec suffered from traditional coding artifacts, whereas our
LIC codec suffered from the “checkerboard” patterns which
are commonly found in CNN-based image codecs. The IHA
then heavily attenuated the patterns, making the intra-frame a
more appropriate reference for inter-coding. The investigated
inter-frames in the figure depict how these patterns propagated
to inter-frames coded by CVC. Note that the IMA might
also introduce these checkerboard artifacts to the inter-frames.
Besides the differences in coding artifact patterns, compared to
the output inter-frame from VVC, more edges, better-defined
shapes, and well-preserved texts in the foreground objects
can be observed in the output of our NN-VVC codec. These
features are critical information to many vision tasks.

Task performance benchmark: Our codec outperformed
VVC by a significant margin. On average, NN-VVC achieved
a BD-task gain of 4.1 and 2.12 over the anchor for the tested
image and video datasets, respectively. Corresponding average
BD-rate reductions were −43.20% for images and −26.8% for
videos. Fig. 4 shows the rate-distortion curves from where the
BD metrics were calculated. The most significant part of the
gains over VVC came from the lower half of the bitrate range.
Fig. 5 shows two examples of the prediction accuracy gain on
TVD-03 object tracking sequence by comparing the bounding
boxes detected from the inter frames reconstructed by VVC
and NN-VVC. Both examples illustrated that, because of the
heavy compression, the task network had difficulties predicting
some of the bounding boxes for the VVC reconstructed frames.
This is especially noticeable with instances that are harder to
predict, such as the person further on the background in the
right side of the frame, as well as most of the persons partly
occluded by a tree. However, for the NN-VVC reconstructed
frames, the task network was able to predict correctly as
illustrated with the green bounding boxes.

Complexity and coding runtime: Table II shows the
complexity of every NN-based component in our system.
Similar to most of the NN-based image codecs, the design of
our intra codec (LIC) distributes the computation between the
encoder and decoder fairly evenly, unlike traditional codecs
such as VVC which are designed and heavily optimized
for the shortest decoding runtime. As a result, compared to
VVC when tested on the same hardware and configurations
as previously described for the evaluation environment, our
encoder could be 2 to 10 times faster, while the decoder was
17 to 38 times slower in image and video coding as shown in
Table I. On the other hand, the decoding time of our system
was 2 − 19% and 79 − 92% of the encoding time in the
aforementioned video and image coding tests, respectively,
even though the LIC decoder has a higher complexity than
the LIC encoder. This was because of two main reasons: i) the
inheritance of the VVC decoder in our codec and ii) the use
of the progressive probability model [47] in our LIC, which
enabled a parallel decoding process of the intra-frames.

C. Ablation study

In addition to the main results, an ablation study was con-
ducted to show the importance of each main component of the



VVC, frame 0 (intra frame) NN-VVC, frame 0 (intra frame)

VVC, frame 7 (inter frame) NN-VVC, frame 7 (inter frame)
Fig. 3. The output from VVC compared to our proposed codec. The input sequence PartyScene_832x480_50_val was coded with IntraPeriod =
32, QP=52. Our codec at the same bitrate managed to preserve details of the foreground objects better. The strong edges in the background are also more
visible.

NN-VVC system for machine task performance. Specifically,
LIC, IHA and IMA were tested for coding videos. Table III
contains BD-rate and BD-mAP/BD-MOTA results for SFU
object detection [57] and TVD object tracking [56] with
different configurations. Note that the IMA in the table implies
that either IMA or F-IMA was applied.

Starting from the base configuration (”No adapters”), where
only LIC + CVC was used, we note that the LIC was able
to introduce characteristics important to the machine tasks,
especially with the SFU C and TVD-03. The IMA improved
the performance significantly, except for SFU AB, because the
LIC-coded intra images had introduced too much distortion
to the reference images of the CVC, and eventually to the
pictures that IMA is trying to adapt, which might introduce

even more distortions in some cases. While the IHA itself
did not generally improve the machine task performance as
it was optimized only for MSE, its importance can be seen
when being used together with the IMA and compared to
the configuration where only IMA was used. Especially the
SFU class AB, which is a problematic class for the IMA
without IHA, was improved significantly. A general conclusion
from this ablation study is that while some of the components
worked better than others by themselves, they complemented
each other and should be used together for achieving the best
machine task performance gains.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed a hybrid coding system NN-
VVC, which combines the high performance of a machine-
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Fig. 4. Evaluation results across multiple vision tasks (Object detection, instance segmentation and multiple object tracking) on multiple datasets (Open
Images, TVD image, TVD video and SFU video), in comparison to VVC as the baseline.

TABLE I
CODEC PERFORMANCE RESULTS COMPARED TO VVC/H.266 ON DIFFERENT VISION TASKS. THE RESULTS ARE EVALUATED USING THE BJØNTEGAARD

DELTA [55] AGAINST RATE (BD-RATE) AND TASK PERFORMANCE METRIC (BD-TASK). THE SCORES ARE PRESENTED IN “BD-RATE | BD-TASK”
FORMAT, WHERE BD-TASK REPRESENTS BD-MOTA FOR TVD DATASET AND BD-MAP FOR THE REST OF THE DATASETS.

Object detection Instance segmentation Object tracking Runtime ratio to VVC
Encoding Decoding

Im
ag

e Open Images [51] -53.04 % | 4.64(*) -51.76 % | 4.84 – 0.09 26.63

TVD image [56] -30.04 % | 3.32 -38.07 % | 3.60 – 0.09 19.92

V
id

eo

SFU AB [57] -13.94 % | 1.48 – – 0.53 16.75
SFU C [57] -32.76 % | 3.66 – – 0.39 21.39
SFU D [57] -34.55 % | 3.07(*) – – 0.37 37.58
TVD-01 [56] – – -7.84 % | 0.56 0.27 33.12
TVD-02 [56] – – -14.31 % | 1.28(*) 0.24 31.76
TVD-03 [56] – – -57.38 % | 2.67 0.37 27.10

(∗) marks the cases where the task performance scores of certain proposed datapoints are lowered to have a monotonic rate-performance curve in order to
make BD-rate calculation possible. BD-task is calculated with original values.

TABLE II
SYSTEM COMPLEXITY MEASURED BY THE NUMBER OF

MULTIPLY–ACCUMULATE (MAC) OPERATIONS PER PIXEL.

Process Complexity Number of parameters
(kMACs/pixel)

Intra encoding 1631.31 4.3M
Intra decoding 1709.06 6.5M
IHA 163.62 792K
IMA 161.68 782K
IMA - fallback mode 163.22 792K

task-optimized learned image codec (LIC) and a state-of-
the-art conventional video codec (CVC) conforming to the
Versatile Video Coding (VVC) standard. It was shown that the
important characteristics for machine task in the reconstructed
images generated by the LIC could be transferred to the
inter-frames when the LIC encoded intra-frames are used as
reference frames in the CVC encoding. Furthermore, the Intra
Human Adapter (IHA) is applied to the LIC encoded intra-
frames to reduce the artefacts introduced by the LIC, resulting
in a more efficient inter-frame coding, while keeping the
machine-oriented characteristics. The decoded inter-frames are
further adapted for machine consumption with a learned Intra
Machine Adapter (IMA). The NN-VVC showed significant

coding gains over the VVC codec in terms of machine task
performance on similar bitrates. Future research will focus on
optimizing the NN-VVC system for both machine and human
consumption.
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